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Our guest writers to this section address the issue from 
a number of different, but complementary approaches. 
Donald Reeves writes about the importance of engagement in 
resolving conflict and building trust. Satish Kumar, speaking 
in Manchester, emphasizes the importance of creativity 
and taking action in building green, happy individuals and 
communities. On a visit to the USA earlier this year, the 
editors were much struck by stories of community action 
from across the country collected by the excellent Yes! 
magazine. It is heartening to hear of community organisers 
like Virginia Walton in Connecticut building from the 
bottom up. For reasons of space considerations, this content 
will be in the Spring 2018 GreenSpirit magazine.

And finally Alastair McIntosh sets community, culture and 
sustainability into a rich and challenging historical context 
in his native Harris and Lewis in the Scottish Hebrides.

We hope that the stories and experiences contained in this 
section will offer inspiration, comfort and support as to how 
green spirituality can help us all, working communally, to 
contribute to caring for planet Earth and each other within 
a vast and awesome cosmos.

~ Phil Barton and 
Helena Kettleborough

June 2017

Community takes all sorts of forms and appears in 
  many guises. But what is well understood is that 
  strong social capital is a critical component of 
wellbeing, and work on happiness clearly demonstrates 
the importance of generosity, trust and reciprocity in 
relationships with neighbours and those with common 
interests within society.

Helena’s particular interest in embarking on this project 
was exploring what green spirituality offers communities 
in helping diverse individuals to live together in ways 
congruent with the health of the planet and one another. 
Phil was also concerned about the serial failures of 
leadership models in prioritising stewardship of the planet 
and our other than human neighbours – something that is 
conspicuously lacking in western society, whether Donald 
Trump in America, Vladimir Putin in Russia or our own 
Brexit farrago closer to home.

So how can the values and practice of green spirituality 
help to counter these destructive tendencies and dominant 
paradigms? Inspired by a ‘Pilgrimage for Gaia’ which we 
did with support from the organisation in 2016 we give an 
account of the way in which GreenSpirit itself, working 
through local groups across the country, puts green 
spirituality into action locally.

This special section of GreenSpirit magazine is guest edited by 
Phil Barton and Helena Kettleborough
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Soil, Soul and Society
~ towards sustainable cities

SATISh KumAr

Y ou all live in a city – more than 
  half the people in the 
  world now live in cities 
and the numbers are growing. So 
one of the questions I want you 
to think about is how do you make 
cities sustainable? And how do you 
make Manchester, or London, or 
Berlin, or Tokyo, or New York, or 
Delhi sustainable?  

As you live in Manchester, the capital 
of the Northern Powerhouse, where 
does your power come from? Not from 
the north of England. It’s coming from 
Saudi Arabia, from Russia with some 
from Scotland or some from who 
knows where. Where does the food 
come from? From somewhere. Where 
do the shoes come from? From China, 
from Bangladesh, from who knows 
where. Where are the computers 
coming from? Mainly China. So if you 
want a Northern Powerhouse, all these 
goods from all over the world require 
a lot of transportation – ships, planes, 
lorries, tractors, trucks and cars – all 
using fossil fuels from elsewhere and 
we are not producing any energy here 
in Manchester. In addition most of the 
manufacturing is happening far away. 
So many people think that living in a 
city is an impediment to sustainability 
because they haven’t got fields to grow 
food or keep livestock. 

Now that kind of idea – of giving 
up, of thinking that we can’t live in 
big cities in a sustainable way – has 
to stop. And you have to think that 

This article is an edited extract from a speech and workshop given by Satish Kumar last March. 
Invited to Manchester by NLights, Satish spoke to an audience at Manchester University Chaplaincy 

and then led a workshop at Gorton Monetary.

Satish and participants – Satish is 4th from the right.
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living in a city should not be an obstacle, an impediment 
to living sustainably. Once you start thinking this way, you 
realise it is possible for us to produce our own energy. There 
are experts who can tell you better than I can how it can 
be done, but green roofs in Manchester – the roofs of this 
church, of university and government buildings, schools, 
businesses, Tescos and Sainsburys, of your houses – all 
could produce green energy, free of charge. Thousands and 
thousands of tons of energy are being beamed, cost free 
by the Sun to Manchester’s roofs and walls every day.  But 
people say: “no, no, using the Sun is no good, there is no 
value if we do not pay for something”. Instead we should 
say “thank you Sun for bringing us this wonderful gift of 
energy; we are going to harness it; we are going to live by the 
Sun, by the wind, by the water – all coming free of charge”. 
Every roof can be a garden. Why are you not growing food: 
fresh, organic, composted?  

Every city has to be sustainable. We, the citizens of any city 
can become makers and not consumers. At the moment 
government, industry, the media, retailers tell us we are 
consumers. Let every citizen of Manchester proclaim “we 
are not consumers; we are makers”. Makers of food, 
of energy, of gardens, clothes and furniture, of compost, 
bakers, cooks, artists; artists live to make. Using imagination 
and commitment and spirit to become poets in our daily 
lives, making things with love, with care, with imagination 
and with community which are a pleasure to look at, a joy 
to smell, a blessing to share with our family, friends and 
neighbours. Every human being is given imagination, 
can be an artist. You don’t go to the supermarket to buy 
imagination. So, if we want Manchester to be sustainable, 
Manchester has to become a city of artists, of makers not 
consumers, of poets who use their imagination.

The reason I talk about Soil, Soul, Society is because quite 
often we get single issue problems and we start to think “if 
only everyone would go vegetarian” or “if only everybody 
worked for CND” or “if only everybody worked for Oxfam”. 
But solutions of our time are not single issue problems. 
They are interrelated. This is why in our relationship 
with the natural world and with each other our solutions 
need to be imagination, spirituality and developing 
our inner resilience and inner qualities of compassion, 
of seriousness, of courage. If we don’t develop these 
soul qualities we are not going to solve the problems of 
modern life. So we need to continue to work at the same 
time as taking action to develop these inner resilient soul 
qualities by dropping fear, cultivating trust, cultivating 
hope, cultivating kindness, cultivating a sense of beauty 
and a sense of being. Shakespeare’s question was “to be 
or not to be”; that is not the question. The answer is very 
simple. It is just to be. 

Being whole ultimately comes from a strong sense of being, 
or we cannot do things. Doing and activity come from 

a strong resilience of being so I would say “take care of 
yourself, make yourself strong, love yourself”. Jesus Christ 
said: “love thy neighbour as thyself”. He included loving 
thyself; it is not selfish to take care of yourself. Meditate. 
Eat well. Sleep well. Grow food. Look after yourself. Make 
time to go for walks, for yoga, for meditation, for baking 
bread. For many of us most of the time it’s: “I’m busy, busy, 
busy. I have to do my e-mails, my Facebook.” They are the 
icing on the cake. You are the cake. So don’t lose the cake in 
the icing. You look after yourself. That’s your soul quality – 
being. From being comes doing, living, acting. That’s why 
soul is so important.

But so too is society. We have to work with other people, 
in community. We cannot live in isolation. We cannot be 
individualistic. We cannot be me, me, me, me; not if we are 
together. So soil, soul, society are three words, but a single 
message; one single reality because we are all interconnected. 
Nature? We are nature. Soul? Nature has soul. And the 
community is not only human community, but also Earth 
community. And my whole body is a community – millions 
of bacteria make my body and without them I would not be 
here. So we are all one interconnected community – soul 
out there, soul in here, nature out there, nature in here, 
society out there, society in here. If we can integrate that 
philosophy, with that strength you can act.  

And whatever you can do, just do it and be happy by doing 
it whether you have achieved anything or not doesn’t 
matter; just act. Living is with the action. Not worrying, not 
thinking, not planning. A little bit of these things is fine, 
but the main thing is acting. That comes from the resilience 
in yourself. That’s what I have done in my life for the last 
eighty years and I feel very happy. I don’t worry, my health 
is good, my food is good and I’m here to serve the world 
to the last breath of my life. And we can all do the same. 
We are all the same. Nobody is special but everyone is 
important. Every person is a special kind of artist, a special 
kind of leader. We are all leaders. You can be whatever 
you want to be; it is within your potential. We all have 
potential capacity to use our imagination, to re-create it, 
to serve the world. Whether you are famous or not doesn’t 
matter. Potentially what you do – creatively, imaginatively 
– that’s all that matters. Whether your name is printed in a 
newspaper or not is completely irrelevant. Whether anyone 
knows of you or not, the trees in the rainforest are blooming 
and flourishing and fruiting. But they don’t have to be in 
the newspaper. So we are all trees and we can be blooming 
and fruiting and aromatic and wonderful and blossoming 
and still, no problem, it’s not the fame or name or money 
that matters. It’s enjoying yourself in your action, in your 
living.  That’s something to be!

soil, soul and society is available through resurgence.
org which also carries further details of satish’s work.
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GreenSpirit in Our Lives 
and Our Communities 
~ an Odyssey

hElEnA KETTlEBorouGh AnD phIl BArTon

  T  he aim of our GreenSpirit Odyssey was to capture and record the wisdom embedded in local 
  groups in GreenSpirit itself, green spirituality and green spirituality in local communities.

Each local group was different, but the central format for our sessions similar. We spent two hours 
with each group, exploring issues of biodiversity loss and humanity’s pressure on the other than 

human world (see page 14 and 15 – double page spread) and then explored together the meaning of 
green spirituality in our lives and communities and the relationship of local groups to GreenSpirit’s 

national work. Our thanks to the local group co-ordinators and to the group members for their 
generous participation.

This article draws directly on the words and views of participants in these discussions. 

some Major themes from each Meeting

norwich

Horsham

east London

exeter

north 
Lancashire and 
Cumbria

Pembrokeshire

embedding Green spirituality in 
our daily lives

three course vegan meal shared

explored the ideas of thomas berry, 
creating four posters as a response

Created forty ideas of what we might do, 
or do more of, individually and 
collectively

Created three scenarios of a world where 
animals and humans can live together

Celebrated the importance of spiritual 
rejuvenation by rooting in sense of place

Connecting Greenspirit and wider 
environmental and social justice issues

Reflections on the work of Greenspirit

Challenges of trying to start a local group

experience of starting a new local group

several members involved in national work 
of Greenspirit; how to facilitate/enable local 
groups to emerge?

revitalised group after a fallow period: 
connections with ‘green’ and faith groups locally 

importance of a beautiful, nurturing venue; 
of meeting and celebrating together

Connection with local groups and challenges 
of growing and sustaining local group 
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For Us, Being Greenspirit Is:

earth
air
Fire

Water
Joanna macy

a time to share our connections to nature
a time to feel the pain of the planet

a time to celebrate the seasons
a time to share food

a time to peace dance
a time to allow the wonder of nature into our lives 

(north lancashire and Cumbria)

What Did We Learn?

In working with the ideas and reflections presented, we 
believe that four interlinked themes for embedding green 
spirituality in our lives today emerged from our Odyssey: 

‘Being’ Greenspirit

For many members and friends GreenSpirit is a place to be 
and to be in Nature, to be nurtured and to get refreshed for 
undertaking work apart from daily life. 

GreenSpirit meetings are a place to be part of the Earth 
and cosmos, rather than to be an activist, offering space to 
reflect and lament on what we are doing to the planet with 
likeminded people. 

Being is not always easy. One participant reflected on 
how hard he had found the idea of meditating when so 
much action was desperately needed to help save the 
environment. 

Others recorded their ideas around this theme as follows: 
• cultivating awareness of the sacred: life, cosmos and 
relationship in our daily lives
• we are part of Nature: not ‘us’ and ‘them’ but ‘we’. That is 
spiritual; we are a ‘we’ with Nature 
• cultivating awareness of climate change and not pushing 
the ideas away
• celebrating Nature and taking time to honour all living 
beings in a spirit of thanksgiving
• learning how to live with mess, uncertainty, letting be
The Pembrokeshire group described their meetings where 
activities included discussing DVDs and books, including 
chapters of books from other religions and viewpoints, 
reading poetry, taking walks, communing with trees. 
Importantly, they celebrate the equinoxes and solstices and 
have music evenings at which they each bring two pieces of 
music they like and share them.

Members in East London spoke of their attempts to live 
their lives in green spirituality, from walking and visiting 
Nature, to bread making, volunteering with Friends of the 
Earth, in their teaching in school and in music making.

sharing Ideas of Green spirituality

In several workshops, concern was expressed that 
colleagues or friends often do not like or use the word 
‘spirituality’. Members reflected that people are not sure 
what ‘green spirituality’ actually means. One participant 
in Pembrokeshire said that she was not comfortable with 
the word spirituality. ‘Instead’, she said, ‘I have a beautiful, 
peaceful spot with the sound of the birds’.  

The Pembrokeshire Group shared how they practice green 
spirituality in their group, explaining that they start with 
lighting a candle, followed by two minutes silence. At the 
end of the meeting, they blow out the candle and send out 
the Light into the World. When Helena and Phil attended 
in September 2016, the meeting ended in silent reflection 
and then, together in a circle, we all blew out the candle 
and sent out the light to the swallows, to all the struggling 
species and to people suffering around the world. In 
Horsham, a yew seedling was blessed with prayers from 
Cliff Reed’s books Carnival of Lamps and Sacred Earth.
 
There was a general feeling that it would be helpful, 
between GreenSpirit members, if more was done to share 
ideas and concepts of green spirituality in ways which the 
wider world could relate to. Suggestions included:
• preparing and giving inspirational talks
• making videos
• explaining green spirituality to others through evocative 
short written pieces and illustrations
• sharing what we are doing between local groups and other 
like-minded organisations to learn and get new ideas for 
meetings

embodying 
Visions of a 
sustainable 

earth

sharing 
Ideas

‘Being’ 
Greenspirit

Acting in 
the World

g

g
g

g
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and universe history as Michael Colebrook describes in his 
book Walking the Sacred Story. 

“Re-animating our commitment to working towards 
the continuation of the flourishing of life on earth, to 
a flourishing society, community, self and Self.” (North 
Lancashire and Cumbria)

“I feel an overwhelming sense of responsibility to protect 
our planet. I feel a sense of unfairness that we are destroying 
something so beautiful, that has been given to us to nurture 
and protect.” (Exeter)

“Developing the new universe story as a way to help us walk 
into the future and not simply the past.” (Norwich)

“GreenSpirit a voice locally for other species on the planet 
and climate change, a holistic approach.”  (Exeter)

the Greenspirit odyssey Continues… 

Our exploration of the nature of green spirituality revealed 
profound concerns about the future, deep commitment 
and a well spring for spiritual strength coupled with green 
activism. We hope it has stimulated debate and action 
in like measure, offered support and nurture. Above all 
we come away enriched from our joint meditation and 
reflection with local groups, but with trees, Nature and the 
stars too. 

With the support of Greenspirit Council, Helena 
Kettleborough and Phil Barton embarked on an odyssey, 
visiting local groups in england and Wales between July 
and september 2016. their report was accepted by the 
Council in March this year. the summary report together 
with further local group initiatives is available on the 
Members Area of the Greenspirit Website and the full 
report from Helena.Kettleborough@btinternet. com.

Acting in the World

The need and responsibility to act in the world on issues 
of concern was combined with a holistic view of action, 
so that action also included both ‘green’ and ‘spirit’. 
Both individual members and the groups themselves 
connect and work with other local likeminded groups. 
The Pembrokeshire Group spoke of joint work between 
GreenSpirit, Transition, Friends of the Earth, a local arts 
centre and local refugee action groups. Horsham group 
were part of their Interfaith Network.

embodying Visions of an ecologically sustainable earth

The opportunity to reflect offered by the Pilgrimage for 
Gaia which opened the workshops called forth deeper 
questions which set ideas of GreenSpirit as being integral 
to our lives and our core being. Reflecting on this a number 
of participants in East London responded:

“I was active in the very early days of GreenSpirit when it 
became an add-on to people’s existing practice. I wanted 
more than that, but over time I have learnt to be happy 
with this approach.” 

 “How can we harness the awareness and emotions that we 
have: I am incandescent with rage at what is happening 
[the abolition of the climate change department]?” 

“[We need to] Get people to think deeper about the planet/
species as well as riding bikes and eating vegetarian food.” 

“Can we aim for work and contemplation as opposed to 
production and consumption?” 

This deeper thinking was expressed by participants in 
other groups too, as seeing ourselves as part of the universe 

becoming an expression 
of the evolutionary flow 

of life

becoming aware of our 
ancient roots

Finding what it means to 
continue the adventure 

of the Cosmos

allowing the further 
development of love

being the servant 
species of beauty and 
life for all other beings

(north lancashire and 
Cumbria)

From this sense of our part of the 
history of the universe we can 

grow the love to serve each other 
and our fellow species 

understanding we are of the 
universe – integral

acting from love and reverence 
(not fear)

Cultivating awareness of life – of 
cosmos – of story

a sacred relationship 

living every day with that 
awareness in decisions/ actions/ 

time/how i use my life 

(north lancashire and Cumbria)

How the Groups Can Act in the World:

Creating sustainable cities which would enable humans 
and other species to thrive together:

• Clothes, books; everything locally sourced
• locally produced environmentally friendly 

sources of energy
• enough sufficiency; nothing wasted

• healthy organic vegan foods, locally sourced 
within a ten mile radius 

• solar/wind/water powered source for transport
• support for elderly and children in local areas

• support for anyone who is vulnerable 
• no massive divide in equality and pay  (exeter Group)

In order to go forward a number of specific ideas 
were generated:

• Creating a Greenspirit tool kit for personal changes 
we can make to help the planet (norwich)

• developing interfaith work both within the Christian and 
wider faith communities (horsham)



Layers and Layers 
and Layers

AlASTAIr mCInToSh

In Poacher’s Pilgrimage: an island journey published last year, Alastair McIntosh recounts a 
12 day pilgrimage from the southernmost to the northernmost tip of his childhood home of 

Harris and Lewis in the Hebrides. His account of how he met with the healing power of the land 
and its communities leads him to reflect on an extraordinary place, on its people met along 
the way on a walk through space and time across a physical landscape and into a spiritual 
one. On Day 8 after returning to a gentler, more settled land on the west coast of Lewis, he 

meets with two old friends….

in history for the old wells to reopen. And they will be 
reopened. And some of them are already being reopened.’

The kettle starts to coo. He makes the tea, draws his chair 
more closely in, and shares experience.

In the 1970s, more than thirty years ago, he’d been an 
auxiliary nurse in the Lewis Hospital. … Most of the in-
patients had come in from the country. Their convalescence 
happened quicker when they could have their own kind of 
food. But the fridge was also full of lemonade bottles. Each 
was labelled with the patient’s name, and filled with water 
from their favourite spring or well.

‘These days, they’d have rules and regulations, and we’d 
never get away with it,’ he says. ‘But the country people 
wanted what they thought of as the beneficial qualities of 
the water. That was always their expression. The ‘beneficial 
qualities’ for ‘the health’.

It had taken just a single decade – from the late 1970s to 
the late 1980s – for the most recent wave of modernity 
to sweep the island. Television, that came in the decade 
before, would have had a lot to do with it. You’d see people 
chopping up beautiful old furniture for firewood. In 
the place of bespoke pieces that had been handed down 
through the family for generations, they’d buy a three-piece 
suite from a catalogue.

‘It all happened so very quickly,’ he says. ‘As if they just 
flicked off one switch, and turned on another.’

I mention the island proverb: A lot went out with the horse.

‘Absolutely, Alastair! People thought they’d just exchange 

O nwards, and I’m coming in to Finlay’s village, 
   Siabost or Shawbost. There’s time enough to drop 
   in on my old friend, Kenny ‘Leather’. He’s an 
artisan, by his original trade, in all things made from hide.
…

I knock three times upon the cottage door. There’s some 
slow shufflings, the latch lifts, and a sleepy Kenny squints 
out through a narrow chink into the daylight. The poor 
man’s been working the milk run on early morning shift, 
and I’ve woken him up.

‘Alastair!’ he roars, his beard wagging ivy trails. ‘It’ll be 
yourself! Wait till I get some clothes on. You go in and sit 
down by the stove.’

Soon the Raeburn is stoked up with peats and a whistling 
kettle set to boil. By many standards, Kenny lives in semi-
poverty, surrounded by his tools and a few sturdy handbags 
and satchels for sale to passing tourists. But the leather-man 
doesn’t do poverty. He does dignified frugality. Sufficiency 
without the need for surplus.
…

‘And the wells, Alastair? You have been visiting the healing 
wells?’

‘Only one so far,’ and I tell 
him of the tussle with the 
Bog Monster and my re-
discovery of the Well of the 
Blacksmith.

‘A rare privilege. A rare 
privilege, indeed! But it 
does not surprise me. You 
see, we have reached a time 
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the horse for the tractor. They never realised all the linkages 
they’d lose.

‘They’d get a loan to buy the tractor. Then a job to pay the 
loan. And now we’re wondering why we’ve no longer got 
the same time for each other.’

Nobody, he’s careful to say, would want to go back to the 
hard old ways again. ‘But we all know that something isn’t 
right. We see it in the kids. A change has come about that 
we hardly understood before it was too late. You’ll still find 
plenty here that’s lost elsewhere, but there’s not the same 
connections any more. People think it hasn’t hit them: until 
one day, they might find they’re standing very much alone.’

‘But, the wells,’ I ask. ‘You said they’re coming back?’

‘It’s a remarkable thing,’ he replies, ‘but in this last five 
years, as I’ve gone from door to door on my milk round, 
meeting a complete cross-section of the island, I’ve heard 
more people talk about old wells than in the whole of the 
rest of my life.

‘You see, people are yearning for a connection with the 
past. Wanting to bring back control into their lives.

‘So, yes. There’s been people opening up their wells 
again and drawing water. Some want it for making their 
tea without all the treatment chemicals. And I’ll tell you 
something else. I’m noticing, these days, that whenever 
people hear about a neighbour reopening a well, they get 
excited.

‘Very excited indeed.’

Leaving Kenny’s cottage, I cross the bridge and make my 
way uphill past hayfields edged by dry-stone walls. Twenty 
minutes further on, I turn up to the left, and a familiar 
stout figure strides out from a bungalow to greet me in the 
middle of the road.

‘Welcome, pilgrim traveller!’ hollers a beaming Doctor 
Finlay.
…

‘Come on inside for something to eat,’ he says, ‘then we’ll go 
and walk the land.’

The kitchen table is set with a ham salad and a bottle of 
red wine. His wife, Norma, is heading over to Callanish 
for a community gathering. I eat ravenously, and without 
lingering for a second glass, we step back out and into the 
softly settling mood of an early summer’s evening.

The wind has fallen to a whisper. Children’s voices jingle 
through the village and mingle with the lowing of cattle 
and the yakking of a sheep dog. Now and then we hear Alastair by a well.
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a mother’s call, or the dying phut-phut-phut of a tractor 
being rested for the night. You feel that everybody’s either 
here, or coming home. A sense that the village is complete, 
like the stillness when the flood tide reaches its high water 
mark.

We wander slowly through a flower-filled maze of pocket 
handkerchief pastures. These have supported human life 
for nigh on nine thousand years, yet still retain their soil in 
best of heart.

All around us are the markings out of time. The wire-mesh 
fences that go back for up to fifty years, and a thrush singing 
from the strand of twisted barbs that run along on top. The 
easygoing dry-stone walls, long sagged into the contours 
of the land. Rabbits have their warrens there and starlings 
tend their nests. Everywhere are heaps of rock and ruins 
tracing outlines under turf. These rest anonymous, except 
to those who carry their keys of meaning.

We wander over wobbling stiles and through ramshackle 
creaking gates. Finlay doesn’t say a lot. He shows, and 
knows he’s opened quite sufficient doors for me to walk 
through in this passing hour.

After a while, I tell him about the rediscovery of Tobar 
a’ Ghobha at Leac a Li – The Well of the Blacksmith. He’s 
intrigued by the ambiguity of the map reference. It might be 
an error on his behalf, but it could also be cross-currents of 
tradition. His informant had been an old man in the village. 
…



never get to the bottom of it all. Never at all.’

What matters, he suggests to me, is what comes into the 
mind. The imaginative possibilities. ‘The layers of stories 
that weave through time, and how these speak to us today.’

The wind has dropped away completely. It leaves only 
residues of ripples, fading on the ocean’s surface.

‘Teampall Edin.’ He rolls the Gaelic sounds beneath his 
breath. ‘Teampall Edin,’ he repeats, so tenderly.

I’m thinking of that wild man of the desert, John the Baptist. 
If you have two coats, give one to whosoever has got none.

And John the Evangelist.

God is love.

A flock of oystercatchers rise and cut across our line of 
vision.

Red bills, white crosses flashing on their backs when veered 
in flight. The servant bird of Bridgit – gille-brighde in the 
Gaelic.

They’re shifting over from the shore to evening fields.

U-vil, u-vil – I hear their winnowing call.
U-vil, u-vil – a blessing on the wing.
U-vil - u-vil - u-vil.

Poacher’s Pilgrimage: an island journey is published 
by Birlinn,  hardback,  352 pages,  £20.  Fur ther 
details  are available from Alastair ’s  homepage 
www.alastairmcintosh.com

note: 
‘…’ denotes a section that 
has been edited out of the 
original.

‘You see,’ he says, ‘these wells grow over and close up so very 
quickly if they’re not kept clean. The decade that Kenny 
Leather spoke to you about – the seventies through into 
the eighties – that alone was enough for many to have been 
lost. And yet, they mean such a lot to people.’

‘How come?’ I ask. ‘If they mean something, people let 
them fall into neglect?’

‘Because they’d not have wanted to take on the maintenance 
themselves,’ he says.

The fashions of this day and age would have made them 
feel self-conscious. They’d be afraid of people wondering 
why they were digging around on somebody else’s croft. 
In the past, people weren’t so proprietorial. It would have 
been quite normal.

‘But today?’

‘It would be thought of as a strange obsession.’ And he 
looked down to the ground, and shook his head.
… 

We come up onto the brow of a hill. Here the evening 
light slings our shadows far across the grass, like men 
with standing stones attached. This is the eighteenth day 
of May, a mere five weeks from solstice. The sun is setting 
almost due north-west. At night it dips for just seven hours 
beneath the sea, and only when it’s due full north is total 
darkness fleetingly achieved.

He raises up his arm, and points across the bay. Above 
the boulder beach, I see the walls around a vast village 
cemetery. 

The thin light catches face-on to the lichen-whitened 
headstones. Even from this distance, they shine like ruddy 
navigation beacons.

‘There it is,’ Finlay whispers, as we focus on a huddle of 
illuminated walls and gable ends that have survived against 
the winter gales; ‘There is Cill Sgaire or Teampall Eoin. 
Some say Saint John the Evangelist, but the dedication is 
probably to Saint John the Baptist.’

The archaeologists, he says, reckon that it’s fifteenth 
century. However, there is so much work still waiting to be 
done. What we can see today will rest on layers and layers 
of what was there before. ‘Layers and layers of meaning and 
interpretation, that say different things to many different 
people.

‘Layers and layers and layers,’ he muses.

‘Sometimes in these places, all that’s left are the places 
themselves.’ The history has otherwise all gone. ‘We’ll Alastair by a well. Alastair McIntosh.
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 GreenSpirit groups participate in workshops bearing witness to the pressures we are putting 
 onto the other-than-human world and summoning green spirituality to take action on their behalf

Exeter: Considering the plight of species and habitats.

Lancaster: Blessing a yew seedling.

Pembrokshire: Celebrating after the workshop. Pembrokshire: Preparing the species extinction timeline.

Horsham: speaking on behalf of rhinos.Exeter: yew seedling planted on the City walls.

East London: Meditating on 17 years of extinctions Timeline.
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 GreenSpirit groups participate in workshops bearing witness to the pressures we are putting 
 onto the other-than-human world and summoning green spirituality to take action on their behalf

Exeter: Considering the plight of species and habitats.

GreenSpirit Annual Gathering: Mourning our native snowdrops.

Horsham: speaking on behalf of rhinos. Horsham: The Song of the World. Lancaster: the group at work.

East London: A postcard, but who to? Government had just abolished Climate Change department.
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Time for Hope
DonAlD rEEvES  

Writing for GreenSpirit in spring 2017, the aftermath of President Trump’s 
inauguration, the Prime Minister’s triggering of Article 50 and the Brexit process 
and the gathering of the far right in Germany, Italy, France and the Netherlands 

cast deep, lengthening shadows…

Because at the heart of all this is the unshakable conviction 
that every person matters – that each of us whoever we are 
is made in the image of God. Pope Francis recognises this 
simple fact by calling those who arrive in Europe as refugees 
our brothers and sisters. Working this out politically and 
economically is very difficult, but it is too important 
to be left to politicians. The fundamental conviction to 
recognise the humanity of each person is non-negotiable. 
The understanding that each person has a soul means that 
each of us is more interesting and precious; we are more 
than just a puff of warm breath in a cold universe: here for 
a second and then gone.

Our hope is invested in this vision. No matter whatever 
is chucked at us we nourish that hope and work it out in 
serious activism. There is no need for despondency or 
anxiety or fear but draw on that hope. The Easter story 
is a mighty act of defiance, pushing back the darkness. 
The implications of this hope are wonderful. There is the 
recognition of the power and moral imagination which 
glimpses in the ruins a new reality waiting to be born, and 
there discover a disposition to be hopeful as Martin Luther 
King said in words echoed by Barack Obama: ‘The arc of the 
moral universe may be long; but it bends towards justice’.

We need a new counter culture, a culture of resistance to 
shape a more just world where we tread lightly on the Earth.

Please be in touch with me if you wish to take up any of 
issues I have sketched briefly. Let’s draw on that hope.

Donald Reeves is the co-founder of 
the soul of europe. Working in the 
Balkans for sixteen years, the soul of 
europe practices what nelson Mandela 
said: ‘If you want peace, do not talk 
to your friends but to your enemies 
so they become your partners’. www.
soulofeurope.org

T here is much uncertainty, pessimism and fear in our 
  public life. The future of the world has never seemed 
  so precarious.

It is therefore tempting to draw the curtains and turn away 
– to leave these big problems for others to solve. Perhaps we 
think something will just turn up, and meanwhile behind 
closed doors and closed curtains there is much to distract 
us: life has to carry on. As TS Eliot puts it in Burnt Norton:

 Only a flicker,
 over the stained time-ridden faces
 distracted from distraction by distraction
 Filled with fancies and empty of meaning.

In 1968 I was a student at the Urban Training Centre in 
Chicago as part of a group of mostly black pastors learning 
about community organising. Our teachers were Saul 
Alinsky and Jesse Jackson who taught us how to stand up to 
the racism endemic then and now in the US. I have taken 
one thing from those heady days of black power, protests 
against the Vietnam War, the emergence of the hippy 
culture and passion for civil rights. What I learnt stayed 
with me since then: Get Organised.

Draw the curtains back and engage in serious activism. We, 
that is all citizens have to join the struggle, and resist the 
temptations of the right with its ersatz promises laced with 
racism, islamophobia and anti-Semitism, so reminiscent of 
the thirties.
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